Intelligent Connectivity

Build an intelligent
network to match your
business ambitions
Thriving in a digital-first world
starts with a smarter connectivity.
A competitive operating environment, characterised by data complexity,
cyber threats, environmental pressures, and hybrid working, means it is more
important than ever build a scalable and secure network for your cloud journey,
so you can thrive in a digital-first world.
That’s why we’ve designed Intelligent Connectivity. It lays a scalable and secure
foundation to help you adapt to changing needs and harnesses growing data
volumes, so you have the insights to deliver unmatched digital performance and
predictable user-experiences, all while mitigating risks, and optimising costs.

A smarter way to support
your cloud journey
Turn your network into a data-driven
driver of business performance.

Agility and scability
Our intelligent network is architected for agility, now and into the future.
Scale your network up or down based on business demand and react
quickly to changing requirements, with a flexible consumption-based model.

Security as an enabler
Our intelligent network is secure by design, be reassured or rest assured with
the knowledge that security has been woven into the fabric of your network.
Providing you with flexibility to take advantage of opportunities in real time.

Predictable user experience
We enable intelligent predictive analysis of your network traffic utilising best of
breed AI to provide real-time insights into connectivity and app performance.
This allows for proactive management and reliable user experience.

Sustainability by design
Our solution enables businesses to digitalize and dematerialize their core
IT solutions, measurably reduce their carbon footprint. Our solution allows
technology to become a key contributor to your sustainability initiatives.

Solution building blocks
Intelligent Connectivity is a SASE-based managed offering
that delivers access and zero-trust security from edge to
edge, with real-time insights into network, connectivity and
application performance – all managed by a trusted expert.

SDN

Zero Trust Security Mesh

Software Defined Network,
based on Cisco Viptela
and Meraki.

Multiple security functions in
a single cloud, based on Cisco
Umbrella and SASE.

Intelligent Connectivity
Governance, visibility and
manageability that provides
controlled access as well as
detailed logging and auditing.

Logicalis Managed
Network services

Logicalis User
Experience services

Managed networking services,
to continuously monitor,
maintain, update, expand
and optimise the network.

Managed services to monitor,
support, optimise users, apps
network and connectivity to
optimise UX.

How we get you there
We help you achieve agile, secure, visible connectivity,
and then help you along the journey towards continuous
optimisation with ongoing visibility and managed services.

1. Align

2. Transform

3. Scale

Current network assessment,
business requirements,
gap analysis and
solution roadmap.

Intelligent network
implementation delivered
with efﬁcient and effective
change management.

Continuous visibility and
performance improvement
with ongoing managed
services.

Ready to beneﬁt from
Intelligent Connectivity to
underwrite your digital initiatives?
To start beneﬁting from a smarter network solution that
lays the foundation for your cloud journey, so you can thrive
in a digital-ﬁrst world and drive better business performance.
info@ap.logicalis.com

